This paper investigates the two-dimensional rolling motion of a single large particle in a shallow water stream down a steep rough bed from both an experimental and a theoretical point of view. The experiment is prototypal of sediment transport on sloping beds. Two theoretical models are presented. The first model uses the mean kinetic energy balance to deduce the average particle velocity and the bounds of the flow-rate range within which a rolling regime occurs. This range is found to be narrow, which means that the fully rolling regime is a marginal mode of transport between repose and saltation. In the second model, the particle state ͑resting, rolling, saltating͒ is considered as a random variable, whose evolution constitutes a jump Markov chain. This makes it possible to deduce the mean particle velocity as a function of the flow conditions without explicit mention of its state. The theoretical results are finally compared to the experimental data. The second model provides correct estimates of the particle velocity and the probability of finding the particle in a given state for various flow conditions ͑bead material, slope, and roughness͒.
The transport of solid particles in a rapid fluid stream is common in nature and in many industrial applications. Typical examples include sediment transport in rivers and estuaries ͓1,2͔, sand drift in the desert ͓3͔, blowing snow, a chemical exchanger, etc. The particles are usually entrained from a bed, made up of loose sediment, as a result of the fluid action and maintained in suspension or in saltation. Alternatively, particles may be transported as a result of rolling and sliding along the bed, dragged by the fluid. This type of transport has so far often been considered as marginal and, therefore, except for studies in air ͓4,5͔ or in a quiescent fluid ͓6͔, there have been very few attempts to describe and quantify particle transport in the rolling regime in a fluid phase. There are, though, a number of circumstances in which rolling may play a considerable role: for instance, when the particles are too heavy for turbulence to maintain them in suspension or when they are subject to adhesive forces ͓7͔, they roll and slide along the underlying surface. The rolling regime is probably the key mechanism in the formation of paved gravel-bed streams ͓8͔.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the twodimensional rolling motion of a spherical particle along a rough inclined bottom in a rapid water stream. This paper will begin by developing a simple model providing the mean particle velocity as a function of the mean fluid velocity together with the bounds of the range of the fluid flow rate for which a rolling regime occurs. We will demonstrate that these bounds are close, so that the mere existence of the fully rolling regime can be questioned. A more robust theory will then be presented. The state X t of the particle at a time t is assumed to be a random variable with three possible values: resting, rolling, and saltating phases. Treating (X t ) as a Markov chain, the mean particle velocity and the probability of finding the particle in a rolling or saltating phase will be deduced. The remainder of the paper will be devoted for comparing the experimental data and the theoretical results. After presenting the experimental facility and procedure in Sec. III, the two theoretical models will be applied to the flow geometry used and the effect of varying the parameters ͑channel slope, roughness, bead material͒ on the experimental results will be examined to test the robustness of the models.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
We consider the two-dimensional motion of a spherical particle of radius a in motion on a bumpy line ͑see Fig. 1͒ . The line consists of juxtaposed half cylinders of radius r. It can be inclined at an angle to the horizontal. In the following we use the ratio of radii, ϭa/r. Here only bed roughness sizes of the order of the mobile bead radius or lower are considered, ϭO(1). Smooth beds (ӷ1) will not be examined.
Over the bumpy line, the water flow is assumed to be uniform and steady. The flow depth and discharge ͑per unit width͒ are, respectively, h and q. The mean velocity ū f is computed as ū f ϭq/h. Using an approximate turbulence model, the discharge equation can be expressed as follows: ū f ϭCͱgh sin , where Cϭͱ8/f is the Chézy coefficient, f is the Darcy-Weisbach coefficient ( f ϭ0.223 Re Ϫ0.25 if we take the Blasius equation, where Re is the flow Reynolds number͒.
A. Approximate model
The mobile bead is considered in a Lagrangian system of coordinates. The coordinates in the streamwise and normal directions are denoted by x and y, respectively. The trajectory of the bead is assumed to be inscribed in a single plane ͑two-dimensional motion͒. The bead possesses three degrees of freedom. In the following, u p ϭ(u p ,v p ) denotes the instantaneous velocity of the mass center; the spinning velocity will be discarded since we will focus on the mean features of the motion. On average, for steady flow conditions, the energy supplied by gravity and fluid drag force is entirely dissipated by contact forces
where the mean particle velocity defined as the time average velocity has been introduced:
ϭmϪ4 f a 3 /3 is the buoyant mass, P D ϭt Ϫ1 ͐ t F D •F p dtЈ is the power of drag forces supplied to the particle; the drag force is expressed as
where ū s is the mean fluid velocity seen by the particle and the drag coefficient C D has been expressed as a function of the particle Reynolds number Re p ϭ2a͉ū p Ϫū s ͉/ with being the kinematic water viscosity. As a first approximation, we can consider that on average, ū s Ϸū f . The energy lost in contacts can be determined using the results obtained for a single bead rolling on a bumpy line in surrounding air. In this case, Ancey et al. ͓5͔ have 
A helpful approximation can be proposed: at sufficiently large N * values, the velocity tends to be independent of the slope and linearly proportional to the fluid velocity:
is very similar to the Shields number N Sh , defined as the ratio of the bottom shear stress b ͑shear stress exerted by the fluid at the channel base͒ to the equivalent in stress of a buoyant weight of the immersed particle: we have
The Shields number is a dimensionless number widely used in hydraulics to define the threshold of incipient motion ͓2,9͔. The particle usually moves at a velocity lower than the fluid speed. However, for certain cases, the inverse situation cannot be excluded, for instance on steep slopes. According to Eq. ͑5͒, the condition ū p ϭū f (ϭ0) yields N 0 ϭcos (tan Ϫ)/(␣⌬). When N * ϽN 0 , we have ū p Ͻū f while for N * ϾN 0 , we have ū p Ͼū f ; in that case, only gravity supplies energy to the particle while contact forces and water drag consume its energy. The latter condition holds only for slopes exceeding a critical value: Ͼ c ϭarctan .
From the previous analysis, it follows that three subregimes of motion can be considered in the rolling regime:
͑1͒ For tan Ͻ, a solution is possible provided that the dimensionless number N * exceeds a critical value equal to N low ϭ4 cos (Ϫtan )/(3C D ); the value of N low can be easily determined by equating ū p with zero in Eq. ͑3͒. In this subregime, motion mainly results from the water action. A more careful analysis shows that the bounds separating the flow regimes described above must be corrected:
͑1͒ The upper bound corresponds to the transition from a rolling to a saltating regime. When N * →ϱ, the particle reaches a large velocity and is more liable to liftoff from the bumpy line and jump. Indeed, during the rolling phase, whenever the rolling particle passes from one bottom cylinder to another, it experiences a collisional force that tends to eject it from the bottom. Fluid drag and gravity oppose this ejection and we can expect that, insofar as the particle velocity is low, this combined action is sufficient to dampen the normal impulse given to the particle. Let us quantify this dampening action by examining the resisting forces and the momentum exchange that occurs within a short time interval ␦t. The typical scale of the time step ␦t is the duration of an elastic collision, that is, ␦tϭ2.87ͱ
, where E is the Young's modulus of the bead and u 0 denotes the instantaneous precollisional velocity. The components of the precollisional particle velocity are u 0 (cos 2,Ϫsin 2) in the frame (e t ,e n ), where ϭarcsin͓1/(1ϩ)͔ is the angle that the normal direction e n makes with the direction normal to the channel base ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Taking Maw's collisional law ͑see Ref. ͓11͔͒, the components of the postcollisional velocities can be related to the precollisional velocity components as follows: (u t ,␦u)ϭu 0 ͓cos 2ϩ p (1ϩe)sin 2,e sin 2͔, where p denotes the Coulombic friction angle and e is the normal coefficient of restitution. Using this, we find that the momentum exchange in the normal direction is ⌬p ϭmu 0 (1ϩe)sin 2. The projection of the combined action of gravity and water drag along the axis e n is mЈg cos(
where
is the normal component of the drag force. We can define the ratio of the resisting momentum to the collisional momentum exchange
When Rӷ1, any takeoff is immediately dampened while, for RϽ1, takeoff is a very probable event. In the latter case, the particle ceases to roll and begins a saltating motion. As exemplified in Fig. 2 , the ratio R is a decreasing function of the fluid velocity. Somewhat arbitrarily, the limit between the saltating and rolling regimes can be considered to occur for R values close to unity. In that case, we define a critical number N up and a critical fluid velocity u up corresponding to the transition between the two regimes and computed by equating R with 1 in Eq. ͑6͒. ͑2͒ The lower bound corresponds to the transition from a resting to a rolling regime. Following Wiberg and Smith ͓12͔ or Ling ͓13͔, if we assume that the particle at rest is submit-
3 /3, the balance of moments provides the critical condition for incipient motion of spherical particles: 2ͱ2F D ϩF L ϭWЈ. If we assume that the mean velocity acting on the particle is ū f , then we deduce that this condition can be put into the following dimensionless form:
Extensions have been added to take into account the channel slope and the bed roughness. Chew and Parker ͓14͔ deduced that the critical Shields number at a given slope is linked to N cr ()ϭN cr (ϭ0)cos (1Ϫtan /tan ). When comparing N cr and N low , we find that N cr ϾN low , in accordance with common sense and experimental observations. Let us consider a particle in motion, that is, with a nonzero kinetic energy, and try to stop it ͑basically by dropping the water supply͒. Then, let us consider the opposite case of a bead initially at rest, trapped in a hole between two bottom cylinders, and try to set it in motion ͑basically by giving it a sufficient impulse or by increasing the water flow rate͒. Due to the difference in the initial kinetic energy, the critical conditions for the motion to cease and the conditions for initiating the motion do not coincide. In short, we have to complete the motion diagram given above as follows: when N * ϽN low , there is no motion at all; when N cr ϾN * ϾN low , the particle can roll or be at rest, depending on the flow conditions and its initial kinetic energy; for N up ϾN * ϾN cr , the pure rolling motion occurs; for N * ϾN up , the particle is in saltation.
B. A more refined approach
A simple case study shows that the range of N * for which a rolling motion occurs ͑the range N low ϪN up according to the computations above͒ is narrow. Basically, with values from experiments ͑see below͒, we have found that N low FIG. 2. Variation of the ratio R defined in Eq. ͑6͒ depending on the mean fluid velocity. Computation made for glass beads with ϭ30°, eϭ0.85, C D ϭ1, and tan ϭ0.05. Ϸ0.5 and N up Ϸ1. According to this approximate model, different states can be reached by gently modifying the flow conditions. By averaging the energy balance equation, all sources of unsteadiness and fluctuations have been discarded. A typical example of this fluctuating environment is given by lift and drag forces, which vary significantly with time, because the fluid velocity fluctuates and fluctuating forces are induced by the interaction between the wake and the turbulent eddies shed asymmetrically into the wake ͓15͔. Such fluctuations are sufficient to influence the rolling motion substantially. Consequently, even if our sole objective is to compute the mean velocity, we have to take into account the fluctuations of fluid velocity and forces. Since a complete treatment including turbulenct effects is far beyond our analytical capacity, computing the mean velocity requires considering the motion from a probabilistic viewpoint.
The motion can be described as a random sequence of resting, rolling, and/or saltating phases. At time t, the particle is in state i, with iϭ1, 2, or 3. Since the state at a given time depends only on the previous state, (X t ) constitutes a Markov chain with continuous time and three different states, here referred to as 1, 2, and 3, which represent the resting, rolling, and saltating states, respectively ͓16͔. In the present case, the ͑transition͒ probability P i j that the particle passes from state i to state j cannot easily be calculated, but we know that P i j tends towards a constant stationary probability, interpreted as the limiting probability j that the chain is in state j independently of the initial state ͓16͔. The stationary probability j is also the long-run proportion of time during which the particle is in state j; this property is useful since it will allow us to determine the stationary probabilities experimentally in a simple way: for a given run, if T j denotes the time in which the particle is in state j, then we have on average, j ϭT j /(T 1 ϩT 2 ϩT 3 ).
An important property of Markov chains is that for any function h taking values on the state phase, we have the relationship ͓16͔:
h(i) represents the mean particle velocity indexed on state i: h(i)ϭū p when the particle is in state i, we have h(1)ϭ0 and h(2)ϭK(N * )ū f according to Eq. ͑4͒. For the saltating regime, it can be shown that the particle velocity is a fairly linear function of the mean velocity,
where A and U 0 are two constants. Here we use the expression provided by Van Rijn for A and U 0 ͓17͔ ͑see also Ref.
͓18͔͒. This makes it possible to provide a unified expression of the averaged particle velocity according to the mean fluid velocity,
The great advantage of this expression is that no explicit mention has been made of the motion regime. All the information on the state of the system is contained in the parameters 2 and 3 , which now must be determined.
According to the previous deterministic analysis, the transition from state i to state j is described by a simple condition of the fluid velocity in the form u f Ͼu crit , where u crit ϭu up for the transition 2→3 ͑rolling to saltating͒ and u crit ϭu low for the transition 1→2 ͑resting to rolling͒. Using experimental and theoretical results in the case of homogeneous turbulence ͓19͔ together with experimental data obtained in an open channel ͓20͔, we can assume as a first approximation that the probability density function of the fluid velocity p u (u s ͉ū f ,) tends to a Gaussian distribution:
2 , where 2 is the fluid velocity variance. Therefore, from a probabilistic viewpoint, the probability that u f Ͼu crit is given by the probability of exceedance 1Ϫ P u (u f ͉ū f ,)ϭ1/2Ϫerf"(u crit Ϫū f )/(ͱ2)…/ 2. We then introduce 1 ϭ1Ϫ P u (u low ͉ū f ,), the exceedance probability associated with the transition 1→2 and 2 ϭ1Ϫ P u (u up ͉ū f ,), the exceedance probability associated with the transition 2→3. We obtain the stationary probabilities: 1 ϭ1Ϫ 1 , 2 ϭ(1Ϫ 2 ) 1 , and 2 ϭ 2 1 .
III. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROCEDURES

A. Particles
Two classes of spherical particles were used in the experiments: glass beads and steel beads. The particle density p was, respectively, 2500 and 7750 kg/m 3 . Beads were calibrated particles whose nominal diameter 2a was 6 mm.
B. Channel
Experiments were carried out in a tilted, narrow, glasssided channel, 2 m in length and 20 cm in height. The width W was adjusted precisely to be 1 mm larger than the particle diameter so that the particle motion was approximately two dimensional and stayed in the focal plane of the camera. Uncertainty on the width adjustment all along the channel was less than 2%. The channel inclination ranged from 0°to 20°, but in practice, the range was limited to 0°-12°be-cause for steep slopes, the gravity waves ͑roll waves͒ traveled over the free surface of the water stream, which was therefore overly irregular. The channel slope could be adjusted very precisely using a screwjack, with uncertainty less than 0.1%.
The water supply at the channel entrance was controlled by an electromagnetic flow meter provided by Krohne ͑France͒. The discharge per unit width q ranged from 0 to 0.019 m 2 /s. Uncertainty on the flow rate was less than 0.5%. Typically, this resulted in flow depths h and mean velocities ū f ϭq/h on the order of 0.02 m and 0.5 m/s, respectively; the flow depth was a few particle diameters. Most of the time, for channel slopes in excess of 1°, the water flow regime was supercritical, that is, the Froude number Frϭū f /ͱgh ͑where g denotes the gravity acceleration͒ exceeded unity. This also means that the water stream was fully controlled by the upstream condition on the water discharge; notably, the disturbances of the free surface caused by the particle could not move far upstream and affect the imposed flow rate.
The channel base was made up of regularly juxtaposed half cylinders of equal size. We also used random roughness, consisting of half cylinders of various sizes. Three sizes of cylinder were selected with a radius r of 1.5 mm, 3 mm, or 4 mm. Recall that we introduced the roughness parameter as the ratio of the bead radius to the roughness size ϭa/r. In the present experimental setup, various disturbing effects arose. First of all, the relative roughness, i.e., the roughness size to the depth of flow ratio, was high, implying that the turbulence was substantially modified by the bottom. Moreover, the channel was narrow: the aspect ratio, defined as the width-to-depth ratio, was less than 5. This implies that the flow could also be substantially modified by the sidewalls. Last, flows were characterized by a low Reynolds number: indeed, the flow Reynolds number, computed as Re ϭ4R H ū f /, ranged from 2 000 to 10 000. In the Reynolds number definition, we introduced the hydraulic radius R H ϭWh/(Wϩ2h) and the water kinematic viscosity ϭ/ f ͑where f is the water density and is the dynamic viscosity͒.
In order to verify the existence of a logarithmic velocity profile in the experimental channel, the velocity profile was measured in the direction normal to the bottom. To accomplish this, particle image velocity techniques were used: a vertical laser sheet was located at the channel centerline and filmed by a partial scan video camera Pulnix ͑progressive scan TM-6705AN͒. The flow was seeded with polyamide particles. We then applied an autocorrelation algorithm to twice-exposed images to obtain the velocity profile with uncertainty less than 5%. For the ranges of slopes and discharges tested here, we found that the velocity profiles systematically exhibited a logarithmic zone near the channel bottom. Depending on the discharge and channel slope, this zone extended up to y/hϭ0.3-0.45. This value is to be compared to the usual value of y/hϷ0.2 ͓20͔. As shown in Fig.  3 , the usual logarithmic law for hydraulically rough bottom fitted the data well,
where u * is the friction velocity ͑also called the shear velocity͒, Ϸ0.41 is the van Kàrmàn constant, and k s ϭ4r/3 is the equivalent size of the roughness. Parameter B was found to lie in the range 7.6-8.7 for ϭ1, that is, close to the typical value of 8.5 given in the literature. Above the logarithmic zone, a blunt transition to a fairly flat profile was observed, as shown in Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 3 , the friction velocity was deduced experimentally by measuring the slope of the logarithmic part of the velocity profile, which should be equal to u * /. We compared this value to the theoretical value u * ϭͱR H g sin , which only holds for steady uniform flows in very large channels ͑i.e., when R H Ϸh). Since in the present case, the sidewalls were very smooth compared to the bottom, their influence on the discharge was limited. Thus, although the channel was narrow, the theoretical value u * ϭͱR H g sin provided a correct estimate of the friction velocity measured at the channel centerline. The relative deviation between the two values was less than 20%. The root mean square velocities were also measured in the streamwise and cross-stream direction, uЈϭ ͱ (uϪū ) 2 and vЈϭ ͱ (vϪv ) 2 . We found that for 0.2рy/hр0.8, the following scalings fitted the data well: uЈϭ2.3u * e Ϫy/h and vЈϭ1.23u * e Ϫy/h , in agreement with empirical relationships given in the literature for openchannel flows ͓20͔. It can be concluded that, despite the unusual features of our experimental device, the velocity profile and the main features of the turbulence are not too far from those typically observed in large channels.
In addition to the velocity profile, we determined the discharge equation, that is, the relationship between the flow depth and the flow rate. In practice, the flow depth was measured using either a rule placed against the sidewall or image processing and measuring the cross-stream distance between the top of the bottom half cylinders and the free surface. In both cases, uncertainty in the flow depth measurement was largely due to gravity and capillary waves along the free surface; typically, uncertainty on the flow depth measurement was within 0.5 mm. An empirical Darcy-Weisbach friction factor was fitted to the data (q,R H ) ͓21͔. We obtained qϭͱ8/f hͱgR H sin , in which f ϭ0.6 Re ). The relative deviation between this fitted equation and data was less than 10%, except for large roughness (rϭ3 mm), where the relative deviation exceeded 40%. From the Darcy-Weisbach equation, the approximate relationship between the mean and friction velocities can also be deduced, u * ϭͱf /8ū f . The friction velocity u * is a weakly nonlinear function of the mean velocity and, at high Reynolds numbers, we have u * Ϸ0.08ū f .
The motion of the mobile bead was recorded using the Pulnix camera described above. Depending on the selected picture resolution, the frame rate ranged from 60 ͑resolution of 640ϫ480) to 220 frames per sec. ͑resolution of 640 ϫ100). Lights were positioned in the backside of the channel. An area of 20 cm in length and approximately 5 cm in height was filmed. Images were subsequently analyzed using the WIMA software provided by the Traitement du Signal et Instrumentation laboratory in Saint Etienne ͑France͒. The resulting uncertainty on the bead position was approximately 0.5 pixels. Typically, 50-200 images were required for each run to obtain a sufficiently long series of trajectories. The instantaneous particle velocity was computed as u i (t) ϭ(x iϩ1 Ϫx i )/⌬t, where ⌬t was the time between two consecutive frames. Uncertainty on the displacement of the bead between two frames was 1 pixel. To compute the instantaneous bead velocity, the minimum displacement used between two frames was 10 pixels. Thus the uncertainty on the instantaneous bead velocity had a maximum value of 10%. Mean particle velocities were obtained by measuring the time needed for the particle to cover the field filmed by the camera.
Complementary tests were performed to evaluate the fluid action on the particle. The first series of experiments was designed to estimate the value of the drag coefficient. It was expected that the usual values given in the literature ͑e.g., Ref. ͓22͔͒ had to be modified to take into account the sidewall influence. The experiment involved dropping a particle in the horizontal channel filled with quiet water. The water depth was 10 cm. The vertical motion of the particle was filmed with the Pulnix camera. As soon as the particle reached a steady state, we measured the fall velocity w and we deduced the drag coefficient as follows: C D ϭ8(⌬ Ϫ1)ag/(3w 2 ). Experiments were performed with glass or steel beads of various diameters. These experimental values were found to be slightly larger than the experimental curve provided by Morsi and Alexander ͓22͔. For instance, for a glass bead of 3 mm in diameter ͑corresponding particle Reynolds number Re p ϭ870), we found C D Ϸ0.68 while Morsi and Alexander's relationship gave C D Ϸ0.52; for a 3-mm steel bead ͑corresponding particle Reynolds number Re p ϭ2200), we found C D Ϸ0.48 while Morsi and Alexander's relationship gave C D Ϸ0.42. In the second series of experiments, the velocity profile of the water flow disturbed by the particle motion was measured. To our knowledge, very few experiments have been performed on this topic ͑see Morsi and Alexander ͓23͔ in their analysis of the velocity profile modification caused by a cylinder moving near a free surface͒. Figure 4 provides a typical velocity profile of the disturbed flow compared to the free flow and Fig. 5 shows a typical photograph of the velocity streams around the particle. The flow pattern surrounding the particle depends a great deal on the relative velocity of the particle and on its position relative to the free surface. For a particle in the middle position ͑Figs. 4 and 5͒, we observed that the particle induced a decrease in the local fluid velocity of the order of 20% in the wake zone while below and above the wake, the fluid velocity was increased by approximately 10%. A detailed analysis of the modification in the turbulent velocity field and turbulenct structures is outside the scope of the paper.
C. Experimental procedure
A single particle was dropped from top into the water stream 1-m upstream from the measuring window. In order to avoid imparting a momentum to the dropped particle, we gently introduced it into the channel and a honeycomb cell at the channel entrance dampened its initial velocity. The motion of the particle was filmed with the Pulnix camera.
For each flow condition (ū f ,), variability of results was evaluated by repeating the run three to five times. In the following, only average values will be reported. Usually, the standard deviation was low relative to the mean ͑typically less than 5%͒ when the particle rolled, but when it is saltated, relative variations exceeding 15% were sometimes recorded between two similar runs. Though these mean velocities can- FIG. 4 . Velocity profile of the water stream in the absence of the mobile bead or in its presence. Flow rate ͑per unit width͒ qϭ8.6 ϫ10 Ϫ3 m 2 /s, channel slope tan ϭ0.1 (ϭ5.7°), roughness ratio ϭ1 ͑glass͒, bead radius aϭ3 mm, channel width in 7 mm. The fluid velocity field around the particle is shown in Fig. 5. FIG. 5. Fluid velocity field around the particle for the flow conditions used in Fig. 5 . The exposure time is 1/500 s. not be rigorously assimilated to asymptotic velocities ū p ͑i.e., time-averaged values in the sense given in Sec. II A͒, they provide a reasonable approximation of ū p .
We paid specific attention to two particular points. The first point concerns the precise definition of the rolling motion. Hereafter, the rolling motion refers to the motion of the bead in sustained contact with the bed; when colliding with a bed particle, the moving bead can undergo a microleap whose typical length is less than the bead radius a. Figure  6͑a͒ shows a typical trajectory of the particle in a rolling regime: clearly the mass center of the particle follows a smooth periodic trajectory except when a collision occurs. In that case, a small leap can be seen. The second point concerns the deviations of the particle velocity from the mean velocity. As shown in Figs. 6͑b͒,͑c͒ for the two components of the particle velocity, the departures from the mean behavior were small, indicating that the particle reached a quasisteady state. This means that a small number of runs ͑for given flow conditions͒ is usually sufficient to properly evaluate the average features of the motion of the rolling particle.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISON WITH THEORY
In the following, we will focus on two points: the mean particle velocity depending on the fluid velocity and the probability of finding the particle in a given state. Figure 7 shows the experimental relationship between the mean particle and fluid velocities for 6-mm glass beads ͑roughness of equal size, ϭ1 and ϭ1) and Fig. 8 gives the results for 6-mm steel beads ͑roughness of equal size, ϭ1 and ϭ1). The data used in both figures were obtained with a channel inclined at tan ϭ0.05. Crosses represent data pertaining to a pure rolling regime while squares represent data where the particle motion was intermittent, combining rolling and saltating phases. Flow conditions for which the particle motion included a series of stopping and rolling phases were almost never observed ͑a few runs for steel beads and none for glass beads͒.
In the same figure ͑Fig. 7͒, the theoretical relationships providing the mean particle velocity as a function of the fluid velocity for glass beads are reported, computed using Eq. ͑4͒. It can be seen that the general trend provided by the approximate theoretical model is in agreement with experimental values. The range of fluid velocity for which a rolling regime occurs has also been reported. Numerically, taking Eϭ7000 Pa, C D ϭ1, eϭ0.85, we found for glass beads of 6 mm in diameter: u low ϭ0.08 m/s (N low ϭ0.08), u cr ϭ0.27 m/s (N cr ϭ0.85), and u up ϭ0.35 m/s (N up ϭ1.4). The experimental critical fluid velocity corresponding to the beginning of motion was approximately 0.14 m/s ͑thus falling within the interval u low Ϫu cr ) while the critical velocity u up was close to 0.24 m/s. As shown in Fig. 7 , the approximate theoretical model yields the correct magnitude for the mean particle velocity and the bounds of the rolling regime. FIG. 6 . ͑a͒ Typical rolling trajectory. ͑b͒ Downstream component of the bead velocity as a function of the angle ␥ that the particle mass center makes with respect to the normal to the bottom. ␥ϭ0 corresponds to the top of the cylinder and ␥Ͼ0 corresponds to the ascending ͑upstream͒ part of the cylinder.͑c͒ Normal component of the bead velocity as a function of ␥. Experiment performed with qϭ3.6ϫ10 Ϫ3 m 2 /s, tan ϭ0.05, hϭ8.2 mm, aϭ3 mm, r ϭ3 mm (ϭ1), and with a steel bead.
FIG. 7. Variation in the mean particle velocity as a function of the fluid velocity for the fully rolling regime ͑filled boxes͒ and the mixed regime ͑rollingϩsaltating: crosses͒. The bead was in glass. The experimental data obtained are tan ϭ5%, aϭ3 mm, r ϭ3 mm. The continuous curve represents Eq. ͑4͒ while the dashed curve is given by u p ϭ1.17(u f Ϫ0.085), an equation proposed by van Rijn to model saltating particles.
In Fig. 9 , we have reported the phase-averaged particle velocity, computed using Eq. ͑9͒ and taking ϭ0.15ū f for the standard deviation. The agreement seems better to the eye since the resulting curve smoothes out the brutal variations in particle velocity during phase changes. Due to the arbitrary choice made for the transitional velocity u up , computed by setting Rϭ1 in Eq. ͑6͒, and the standard deviation , which may substantially affect the stationary probability 2 , two other curves are reported in Fig. 9 in order to give an idea of the sensitivity of the model to the adjustment of its parameters. The first curve was obtained by taking Rϭ0.5 and ϭ0.1ū f in the stationary probability 2 ; for the second curve we took Rϭ2 and ϭ0.2ū f . As shown in Fig. 9 , a better agreement was obtained with the second curve.
The same trend was observed with steel beads ͑see In order to further test the refined model, the probability P rolling of finding the particle in a rolling regime depending on the dimensionless number N * is reported in Fig. 10 for glass beads ͑see Fig. 11 for steel beads͒. For a given run, this probability was evaluated by dividing the time during which the particle rolled by the total time. The model predicts that the probability is given by P rolling ϭ 2 (N * ,). As previously, we added two dashed curves corresponding to the input parameters (Rϭ0.5, ϭ0.1ū f ) and (Rϭ2, ϭ0.2ū f ). The curves (Rϭ2, ϭ0.2ū f ) and (Rϭ1, ϭ0.15ū f ) give better results but with minor differences. The choice (R ϭ2, ϭ0.2ū f ) leads to a correct transition from the rolling to the saltating regime but underestimates the range of N * for which a fully rolling regime occurred. In contrast, the FIG. 8 . Variation in the mean particle velocity as a function of the fluid velocity for the fully rolling regime ͑filled boxes͒ and the mixed (rollingϩsaltating) regime ͑crosses͒. The bead was in steel. The experimental data obtained are tan ϭ5%, aϭ3 mm, r ϭ3 mm. The continuous curve represents the theoretical velocity given by Eq. ͑9͒ ͑calculated with a standard deviation ϭ0.15ū f and Rϭ1) while the dashed curves represent the same quantity, but computed with (ϭ0.1ū f , Rϭ1/2) and (ϭ0.2ū f , Rϭ2).
FIG. 9. Variation in the mean particle velocity as a function of the fluid velocity for the glass bead ͑same experimental data as Fig.  7͒ . The continuous curve represents the theoretical velocity given by Eq. ͑9͒ ͑calculated with a standard deviation ϭ0.15ū f and R ϭ1) while the dashed curves represent the same quantity but computed with (ϭ0.1ū f , Rϭ1/2) and (ϭ0.2ū f , Rϭ2).The two arrows indicate the values found for u up and u low .
FIG. 10. The probability of finding the particle in a rolling regime ͑same experimental conditions as in Fig. 7͒ for a glass bead. The theoretical curve ( P rolling ϭ 2 ) is also reported with three values of its parameters. The continuous curve corresponds to ( ϭ0.15ū f , Rϭ1), while the dashed curves pertain to (ϭ0.1ū f , Rϭ1/2) and (ϭ0.2ū f , Rϭ2).
choice (Rϭ1, ϭ0.15ū f ) correctly predicted this range but slightly overestimated the probability P rolling in the transition from the rolling to the saltating regimes. The choice (Rϭ0.5, ϭ0.1ū f ) provided results in poor agreement with the experimental data. It can be concluded that with R chosen in the range 1-2, the model provides correct results as regards the particle velocity and the probability of finding the particle in a rolling regime. The same conclusion can be drawn for steel beads ͑see Fig. 11͒ .
With the same objective in mind, we computed the probability of finding the particle in a saltating regime P saltating ϭ 3 (N * ,). The experimental data and theoretical curves are reported in Figs. 12 and 13 for glass and steel beads, respectively. As previously, for both materials we found that, provided R is chosen in the range 1-2, the theoretical model provides a correct estimate of P saltating .
The predictions of the theoretical models were then tested when the channel slope or the roughness was changed. Limitations in the experimental facility made it impossible to explore a wide range of channel slopes when investigating the rolling motion. Indeed, when the channel slope was gentle ͑less than 1%͒, we could not supply a sufficiently high flow rate to set the particle in motion. Conversely, for high channel slopes, the water flow depth was rapidly too low for the particle to be immersed. Thus, in practice, at the very best ͑for steel beads͒ it was possible to explore narrow ranges of channel slopes ͑typically between 1 and 4͒ and flow rates, which made it difficult to make a detailed comparison between the experimental data and the theoretical results. Thus, only partial results are given in the following: notably, the model could not be tested as regards the dependence of the particle velocity on the channel slope. Figures 14 and 15 report the mean particle velocity depending on the mean fluid velocity and the probability P rolling depending on the dimensionless number N * for different roughness ratios . As shown in Fig. 14, the theoretical model provides correct estimates of the mean particle velocities even though the data scattering and the lack of data ͑notably for ϭ3/4) do not allow us to test the model more thoroughly. In contrast, although the model provides the correct trend for the effect of the roughness ratio on the probability of finding the particle in a rolling regime, it substantially overestimates the range over which the fully rolling regime occurs.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented two theoretical models to compute the mean velocity of a particle rolling down a bumpy bottom as a result of gravity and water drag. In the first model, the kinetic energy balance equation was used to determine the mean particle velocity as a function of the fluid velocity together with the bounds of the fluid velocity within which a rolling regime occurs. We found that this range was narrow, leading to the conclusion that the rolling regime is a marginal transport process between the resting and saltation phases. This also means that, for more irregular rough beds, the proposed model is not robust because the rolling regime occurs intermittently and not in a continuous way, as studied here. A   FIG. 11 . The probability of finding the particle in a rolling regime ͑same experimental conditions as in Fig. 8͒ for a steel bead. The theoretical curve ( P rolling ϭ 2 ) is also reported with three values of its parameters. The continuous curve corresponds to ( ϭ0.15ū f , Rϭ1), while the dashed curves pertain to (ϭ0.1ū f , Rϭ1/2) and (ϭ0.2ū f , Rϭ2).
FIG. 12. The probability of finding the particle in a saltating regime for a glass bead. Same caption as in Fig. 9 except that the theoretical curves represent the P saltating ϭ 3 .
FIG. 13. The probability of finding the particle in a saltating regime for a steel bead. Same caption as in Fig. 9 except that the theoretical curves represent the P saltating ϭ 3 .
second model was then developed. The particle state ͑resting, rolling, saltating͒ was considered as a random variable whose evolution constitutes a jump Markov chain. In this way, using asymptotic properties of a Markov chain, we can infer the mean particle velocity without the explicit mention of its state. The model also provides the probability of finding the particle in a given state or passing from one state to another. Simple arguments without tuning parameters were used.
Careful experiments were performed to test the robustness of the models. The simple model is sufficient to provide the fairly good estimates of the particle velocity and the bounds of the rolling regime. The predictions of the stochastic model, as regards the probabilities of finding the particle in a given state and the particle velocity, are in good agreement with experimental data for a fairly wide range of flow conditions. In an approach to describing sediment transport in a microstructural framework, the second model appears to be a good candidate for generalization.
These experiments bring to mind the pioneering work of Hans A. Einstein, nephew of Albert, who proposed the first elements of a probabilistic theory of sediment transport in the 1950s ͑see Ref. ͓24͔ for an outline of his work͒. Eclipsed for several decades by the mean-field theory proposed by Bagnold ͓25͔, the ideas expressed by Einstein are today revisited with interest and there is a growing number of papers focusing on stochastic aspects of bed load transport. Punctual progress has been made in the examination of motion threshold ͓26͔ or the bed elevation variation ͓27͔ or, more generally, in the formulation of equations for two-phase turbulent flows ͓28͔, but a complete theoretical framework for modeling sediment transport ͑transport, erosion, and deposition͒ is still lacking. The next step in that direction is to experimentally examine the collective motion of beads in the same experimental device.
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FIG.
15. The probability of finding the particle in a rolling regime ͑same experimental conditions as in Fig. 14͒ for a steel bead and for three different roughness ratios and slopes. Crosses and continuous curve, ϭ2, tan ϭ0.02; filled boxes and dashed curve, ϭ1, tan ϭ0.05; open boxes and long dashed curve, ϭ3/4, tan ϭ0.075.
